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that family to attain the Imperial dignity, owed his
election to the exertions of one of the burggraves.
On his arrival in Brandenburg Frederick found the
'country in a very disorganised condition, owing to the
Frederick I wea^ness of its rulers ever since the extinc-
Eieaorof ' tion of the line of Albert the Bear. The
burg, 1415- nobles, secure in their strong castles, defied
4°-	the central authority with impunity, in an age
when the powers of defence were much stronger than
those of attack. The towns, however, were disposed to
support him cordially. They had suffered from the
turbulence and licentiousness of the nobility, and longed
for the establishment of a strong and settled govern-
ment. By means of artillery, then first coming into use
in war, Frederick was able to batter down some of the
principal castles, and amongst them the great strong-
hold of Friesack with walls said to be fourteen feet
thick. In the course of a few years, by a judicious mix-
ture of conciliation and severity, he reduced his unruly
vassals to obedience, and had little further trouble with
them for the rest of his reign.
§ 2.  The Hohensollerns in the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries.
Between the death of Frederick I. and the accession of
the Great Elector there was an interval of exactly two
hundred years,   during which  nine  Hohen-
General	„	,	,    ,   .     _.	,      ,
character of zollern electors ruled in Brandenburg. None
zoiieJn h"n" °ftnem can be described as really great men.
Electors, but there was only one of conspicuous feeble-
1440 i 40. ness< They seem to have been for the most
part hard-headed, energetic, unimaginative men, devot-
ing themselves to the internal, administration of their
mark, enlarging its borders from time to time and never

